Supplemental Information

Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization – Board Meeting
December 13, 2018

This packet includes supplemental information for Agenda Items 4 and 5:
•

•

Information related to Agenda Item 4
o November 7, 2018 letter from Secretary of Transportation Shannon Valentine to
Delegate S. Chris Jones and Senator Frank R. Wagner
o November 19, 2018 letter from Delegate S. Chris Jones and Senator Frank R. Wagner
to Secretary of Transportation Shannon Valentine
o December 5, 2018 letter from Secretary of Transportation Shannon Valentine to
Delegate S. Chris Jones and Senator Frank R. Wagner
Information related to Agenda Item 5
o Details on FY 2018-2021 Transportation Improvement Program amendment
request related to Laskin Road Phase 1A (UPC 111711) in Virginia Beach
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

HOUSE OF DELEGATES
RICHMOND

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS:
APPROPRIATIONS (CHAIRMAN)
PRIVILEGES AND ELECTIONS
RULES

S. CHRIS JONES
POST OFFICE BOX 5059
SUFFOLK, VIRGINIA 23435‐0059
SEVENTY‐SIXTH DISTRICT

November 19, 2018

The Honorable Shannon Valentine
Secretary of Transportation
1111 Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Re:

Hampton Roads Bridge Tunnel (“HRBT”) Expansion Project

Dear Secretary Valentine,
Thank you for meeting with us on October 19th and for your November 7th letter. When we received
your letter, we were concerned by some of your assertions and characterizations but decided to give your
team the opportunity to present its concepts. From the concepts that have now been proposed, we must
advise you that we are headed in the wrong direction.
We are in agreement that the replacement of the existing trestle bridges should occur at the same
time of the HRBT Expansion Project. The Virginia Department of Transpiration (“VDOT”) has led us to
believe that there is a clear and immediate need for the trestle replacement work, noting the most recent
reminder of which VDOT discovered and immediately repaired this past summer. We also agree that the
cost of the trestle construction is the responsibility of VDOT and VDOT could realize economies of scale
by replacing the trestles through the soon to be awarded HRBT new capacity contractor.
We understand VDOT’s desire to find a creative financing solution for the trestle replacement work,
and, when we met, we believed the Hampton Roads Transportation Accountability Commission (“HRTAC”)
would consider it in good faith if it did not adversely affect HRTAC or the citizens of Hampton Roads. We
expected a proposal that involved HRTAC raising capital for the trestle replacement work with bonds that
would be supported exclusively by a legally‐sound undertaking from VDOT, whether through State of
Good Repair or Bridge Maintenance Programs or otherwise. Instead, we were advised that VDOT’s
obligation to make additional payments (out of the State of Good Repair Program) would not be a firm
commitment and could not be pledged to support bonds, and that any bonds would have to be supported
by the Hampton Roads Transportation Fund or toil revenues.
As patrons of the legislation that established HRTAC and the chief negotiators of the regional package
that established the Hampton Roads Transportation Fund (“HRTF”) (collectively, the “HRTAC Legislation”),
we can assure you (and anyone is the Attorney General’s office that is advising you on this matter) that
the HRTAC Legislation was conceived and enacted in order to provide the citizens of Hampton Roads with
funding tools for new projects providing additional capacity, not rehabilitation projects that are VDOT’s
responsibility. At the time the HRTAC Legislation was authorized, and at all times since, the taxpayers in
Hampton Roads have been paying taxes (the “Statewide Taxes”) that fund the State of Good Repair and
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Bridge Maintenance Programs. The HRTAC Legislation imposed additional regional sales and fuels taxes
which cannot, and shall not, be used to pay a VDOT maintenance obligation covered by the Statewide
Taxes.
We anticipate and expect that the new capacity on both the HRBT and High Rise Bridge (“HRB”) will be
tolled.1 However, we also anticipate and expect that HRTAC will control those toll revenues and apply
them independently (after covering the costs of operation the toll facilities) to the new capacity
construction costs on those projects (which use is the clearest permitted use under applicable law). Toll
revenues are an anticipated course of revenues to HRTAC’s funding plans, and to the extent that HRTAC
is able to replace HRTF funding on these projects with toll revenues, HRTAC will be able to redeploy the
HRTF funds on one or more of the many other important congestion‐reducing projects in Planning District
23. In short, future projects of any scale‐as well as the funding plan for the HRBT and the HRB projects‐
will be adversely affected, if not entirely compromised, if the toll revenues are diverted for VDOT’s trestle
replacement cost instead of new capacity construction on the HRBT and HRB projects. This inherently
results from the fact that HRTAC cannot leverage any additional State of Good Repair payments that VDOT
would make under the Commonwealth’s proposal.
To ensure that HRTAC retains control of the toll revenues, we as state legislators, are prepared to
introduce legislation in the 2019 Session to further clarify that HRTAC is vested with exclusive authority
with respect to the tolling of those two complexes.
As you know, HRTAC’s HRBT Funding Agreement Advisory Committee, created and chaired by HRTAC’s
Chair Hipple, requested us to work with the Administration to work through a funding proposal sufficient
for the Committee to bring forward to the Commission for consideration. At this juncture, this is what we
believe HRTAC would support:


HRTAC pays the construction costs for the new capacity on the HRBT Expansion Project
(~$2.75 based on CY estimates);



HRTAC pays its proportionate share of the “owner’s cost” of the HRBT Expansion Project;



The new capacity (and not any of the existing general purpose lanes) at the HRBT and HRB
facilities would be tolled, but HRTAC would control the toll rates and revenues within its
powers;



The Commonwealth pays the construction costs for the trestle replacement work and its
proportionate share of the owner’s cost attributable to the trestle replacement work.

We are not persuaded by any suggestion that the Commonwealth does not have other funding options.
We all know that if there was a catastrophic failure tomorrow, the Commonwealth would have to
immediately tap into its own controlled revenues to pay for the work, and that the “intangible cost” would
be staggering. We also know that if the replacement work was undertaken in the next several years on a
planned basis (as it should be) under the Bridge Maintenance or State of Good Repair program, the
Commonwealth would likely fund the work through its available mechanisms supported by its own
1

We have consistently expressed reservations with respect to the utility and viability of an express lanes network in
Hampton Roads. If the HRBT and HRB are tolled in the manner described herein, we do not believe there is a
compelling reason to implement the VDOT proposed express lanes network.
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controlled revenues. Why pay HRTAC under the State of Good Repair program to directly cover a financing
cost when VDOT can cover the financing cost directly? As best we can surmise, an HRTAC‐enabled
approach simply keeps the debt from counting against the Commonwealth’s debt limit. But since we’ve
all recognized that the trestle maintenance work is a state‐level obligation, that motivation should not be
the tail that wags the dog.
Just as VDOT cannot compel HRTAC to take on the cost of the trestle work, HRTAC cannot compel
VDOT to have the work performed now. However, if VDOT defers that work until after the new capacity
is opened and there is a “meltdown” when the existing lanes are shut down, the responsibility for that
result will stem from VDOT’s flawed decision, not HRTAC.
HRTAC stands ready to perform its expressed obligations related to the HRBT Expansion Project’s new
capacity. However, asking that HRTAC local revenues be used for a clear state maintenance obligation is
wholly inconsistent with the language and intent of the HRTAC Legislation and would severely penalize
the taxpayers of Hampton Roads.
Very truly yours,

S. Chris Jones
cc:

Frank R. Wagner

The Honorable Clark Mercer
The Honorable Aubrey Layne, Secretary of Finance
Nicholas Donohue, Deputy Secretary of Transportation
Morteza Farajian, Acting Deputy Secretary of Transportation
Steven Brich, Commissioner of Highways
John Lawson, VDOT CFO
John Malbon, Hampton Roads District, CTB
W. Sheppard Miller, At‐Large Urban, CTB
Stephen A. Johnsen, At‐Large Rural, CTB
Michael J. Hipple, Chair HRTAC
Robert A. Crum, Jr., Executive Director, HRTPO
Kevin B. Page, Executive Director, HRTAC
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AGENDA ITEM #5:

FY 2018-2021 TIP AMENDMENT REQUEST: UPC 111711
LASKIN ROAD PHASE 1A IN VIRGINIA BEACH

The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) has requested to amend the FY 20182021 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) to revise the cost estimate, schedule,
allocations, and obligations on one project as described below:
•

111711 – Laskin Road Phase 1A
o Revise Cost Estimate as follows:
 Preliminary Engineering (PE): $1,170,000
 Right of Way (RW): $4,992,976
 Construction (CN): $39,427,024
 Total Cost Estimate: $45,590,000
o Revise Schedule as follows:
 PE Start: 12/7/2017; End: 10/10/2018
 RW Start: 10/10/2018; End: 1/8/2019
 CN Start: 1/8/2019; End: 4/14/2023
o Allocations:
 Add FY 2019 allocation of $14,000,200 Urban funds
 Revise FY 2021 allocation of District Grant Program/National
Highway Performance Program (DGP/NHPP) funds to be $67,124
 Revise FY 2021 allocation of State Matching funds to be $16,781
o Obligations:
 Remove FY 2018 RW Phase Advanced Construction (AC) obligation of
$342,554
 Remove FY 2018 RW Phase National Highway System/National
Highway Performance Program (NHS/NHPP) obligation of $419,946
 Remove FY 2019 RW Phase AC-Conversion obligation of $342,554
 Add FY 2019 RW Phase AC obligation of $3,684,543
 Add FY 2019 RW Phase NHS/NHPP obligation of $849,946
 Add FY 2019 RW Phase Surface Transportation Program/Surface
Transportation Block Group (STP/STBG) obligation of $458,487
 Add FY 2020 RW Phase AC-Conversion obligation of $83,905
 Add FY 2021 RW Phase AC-Conversion obligation of $3,600,638
 Add FY 2019 CN Phase AC-Conversion obligation of $4,034,304
 Revise FY 2019 CN Phase AC-Other obligation to be $30,690,000
 Revise FY 2019 CN Phase AC obligation to be $8,737,024
 Remove FY 2020 CN Phase AC-Conversion obligation of $299,838
 Remove FY 2021 CN Phase AC-Conversion obligation of $7,634,942

This request is being made available for public review and comment from December 13,
2018 through December 27, 2018.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Approve the TIP amendment subject to receipt of no adverse comments during the public
review and comment period.
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